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FeatureSection
THE BLUE TRUTH

Yonkers General Municipal Law 207-C and Police Promotions
By HEZI ARIS
Black December came
and went. Yonkers PBA
President Keith Olson
secretly cut a backroom deal
with city officials behind
the backs of other union presidents to save
himself as he faced re-election. That ten-year
contract deal was rushed and ratified within
just four days, but the “moderate changes to
General Municipal Law 207-C “has already”
impacted the Yonkers Police Department
(YPD) membership.
Several YPD members have received
letters from the City of Yonkers (CoY)
requiring them to undergo medical examinations that must be performed by a paid
CoY physician. His name is Dr. Charles
Totero, a now retired orthopedic doctor who
works for United Medical Consultants at
2700 Westchester Avenue, in Purchase, New
York. Dr. Totero has cleared 99% of those
examined members to return to work in a
“light duty” capacity. Based on Dr. Totero’s
recommendation YPD members receiving
207-C benefits are demanded (forced) to
return to work against their own doctor’s
recommendation. Dr. Totero’s is known to
have stated that if a PBA member can wipe
his a**, he can go back to work. If they refuse
to return to work, despite having previously
gained acknowledgment and authenticity,
and valid medical diagnosis of their condition, they have no other option than to fight
for the continuation of 207-C at their own
expense.
Upon completion of his examination,
Dr. Totero sends his diagnosis and prognosis to Mary Lou Conroy, Esq., and/or Paul
Sweeney, Esq. Both lawyers work for the
Coughlin & Gerhard Law Firm, located
in Binghampton, New York. Coughlin

& Gerhard were specifically engaged by
Yonkers City Hall to revamp Yonkers
Municipal Law 207-C.
Yonkers Tribune has gained access to
a letter signed by Dr. Totero in which he
presents his finding to Coughlin & Gerhard
using Sweeney, as his conduit to Coughlin &
Gerhard. Sweeney, works for Coughlin &
Gerhard. Nowhere in the sharing of information is permission to share that privileged
medical information of the “patient” with
any lawyers or a law firm. Dr.Totero’s finding
could logically be permitted to be sent to
Yonkers City Hall, but not to Coughlin &
Gerhard without an OK from the “patient”.
The U.S. Department of Health &
Human Services advise the, “HIPAA
Privacy Rule establishes national standards
to protect individuals’ medical records and
other personal health information… The
Rule requires appropriate safeguards to
protect the privacy of personal health information, and sets limits and conditions on the
uses and disclosures that may be made of
such information without patient authorization. The Rule also gives patients rights over
their health information, including rights to
examine and obtain a copy of their health
records, and to request corrections.” Yonkers
Tribune suggests HIPAA Privacy Rules
protocol were undermined as per the transfer
of medical information from a retired doctor,
who works for the law firm engaged to specifically rid legitimate people off disability
issues proven long before the new contract
was voted upon with a 90 percent plus
majority approval.
Another issue of great concern is what
is protecting the “patient’s” medical information that is job related from now being open
to exposing his / her personal medical issues
and injuries to those not given permission
to be privy to that information because of

the manner by which the information was
obtained.
As presently conducted, the patient
must also face a panel of arbitrators at
Yonkers City Hall to undergo determination
of eligibility for a second time, despite their
having previously been diagnosed to qualify
for those crucial benefits. Since the contract
gained overwhelming approval some YPD
members, those specifically with twentyplus-years of service, have decided to retire
as they continue to fight for their earned
disability benefits as retired members, rather
than engage in extremely expensive litigious
action against CoY. Several members, specifically those who didn’t want to be coerced

into retiring or have not yet accrued enough
time to consider retiring as an option find
themselves having no other prospect than to
challenge CoY for their hard earned benefits.
The newly signed 2013 Yonkers PBA
contract changed the protocol required by
207-C; the “burden of proof ” switched from
the diagnosis by a doctor in good standing
previously unchallenged, to affording CoY
the legal advantage to challenge the diagnosis of every injured and/or sick member.
A member of the Captain Lieutenants
Sergeants Association (CLSA) recently
received a favorable decision that did not
require him to return to light duty, as per
an arbitration hearing under the old CLSA
contract which saddles CoY with the
“burden of proof ”to show cause.This process
makes it more difficult for CoY to unload
members who were injured or became sick
while performing their duties.
PBA President Keith Olson was “gung
ho on ramrodding” this contract deal. He
and his lawyers forgot to talk about a light
duty policy which currently does not exist in
the department. After the CLSA decision
you can rest assured Yonkers City Hall will
find one. You would think that someone

would have thought of setting those guidelines prior to putting together their newly
required research paper style medical
incident form, which members are required
to complete for every reported injury/illness.
Since then Olson has done everything in his power to place blame on the
media, other union presidents and his own
members citing that they were detractors,
deflectors, and liars of what was to come.
Unfortunately, this reality was earned by
and because of Olson’s controversial and
humiliating contract. Olson took this issue of
blaming the detractors so seriously and personally that he specifically had his executive
board draft a petition to impeach a member
from his own association because that
member expressed his own interpretation
of the contract. The strain was all consuming for Olson. He decided to vacation with
Yonkers Mayor Mike Spano among other
high ranking city officials and some that
were family and friends that assisted him
“hiding” all that was needed to be told the
Yonkers PBA membership but was not. A
snake oil salesman if ever there was one.
While he was in the sunny State of
Florida, Olson was still reaping the fruits of

Continued on page 4
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Designated a “Featured” BlogTalk Radio
program, has been operating for over two
years via the Internet with Co-Hosts Richard
Narog and Hezi Aris every weekday, from 10
a.m. to 12 Noon. Listen to the show live or
on demand. Share your perspective by calling
(347) 205-9201 or by clicking onto the following
hyperlinks: http://www.blogtalkradio.com/
westchesteronthelevel
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“With over 4,000 minimally
invasive hernia surgeries,
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Yonkers General Municipal Law 207-C and Police Promotions
Continued from page 3

his underhanded and controversial skullduggery on the men and women in blue who
deserve better than being violated by their
PBA president. Olson’s sister, Kelly Olson
Chiarella, who was recently hired by Mayor
Spano to succeed Kathy Moran in the
capacity of Director of the Office of Aging,
has been elevated to a position that will allow
her to earn $120,000. Further to that end,
Yonkers Tribune have learned the city is currently shining up a new vehicle for Olson
since the past practice of receiving free city
gas and using your own vehicle is not enough

for the greedy union head.
According to inside sources Olson
appears to be ostracized from other union
leaders because of Olson’s self-serving
conduct. The new PBA agreement places
unwarranted pressure on other unions to
accept the changes accepted by the PBA.
For now, it appears that Local 628 President
Barry McGoey of the Yonkers Firefighters
and C.L.S.A. President Thomas Phelan are
still engaged in negotiating a contract devoid
of the draconian outcome suffered by the
PBA membership.
Some high-ranking departmental

transfers, including six captains and one
detective lieutenants need well-deserved
mention.
Captain Hellthaler is now designated
Det. Captain Fredrick Hellthaler;
Lt. Andrew Lane is now designated
Captain Andrew Lane;
Detective Sergeant Joseph Recine #19
is now designated Lieutenant Joseph Recine
#19;
Det. Sgt. Kallid Nasser #2 is now designated Detective Lieutenant Kallid Nasser
#2;
Det. Victor Preni #601 is now

designated Sergeant Victor Preni;
P.O. Mark Wissner #212, P.O. Thomas
Como #438, P.O. Anthony DiMaggio #299
are now designated Sergeants; and
P.O. Sean Drain #710, and P.O.
Stephen Donohue #269 are now designated
Detectives.
Congratulations one and all!
During this round of transfers Captain
John Mueller of the Fourth Precinct did not
have to elicit the help of Keith Olson to fend
off another transfer because the administration decided they did not need another
victory party. As for the high ranking men
that accepted their orders for the good of the
entire department and without prejudice,

the Yonkers Tribune applauds them for their
professional integrity and service. As for the
Yonkers PBA President he appears to be a
lame duck within the halls of the department and appears to be heading to a vote of
“no confidence”. Olson seems to have lost all
credibility because of his self-serving ways. It
appears that his actions toward members of
the Yonkers PBA are deplorable and skirting
major legal implications that will soon
surface like a dark cloud for years to come.
Rather than a legacy of accomplishment and
adulation once perceived appropriate, Olson
is busy engraving his own epitaph.

QUEST & DISCOVERY

Rouen - Culture, Sights, and People
By LEE DANIELS
Unable to make it last
June to the gathering of
tall ships from around
the world, held every
five years in Rouen harbor, I decided
to make a detour to visit this historic
city, considered by many as the seat of
the impressionistic art movement, on a
recent trip to visit friends in Paris.
Arriving at Rouen train station,
it is only a short walk down the rue
Jeanne d’Arc, named after the famous
15th Century peasant girl who became a
martyr and French saint (she apparently
died before her 20th birthday), past the
Metropole Café and a pretty little park
with a pond graced by swans, to the

Museum of Fine Arts.
Situated at the back of a scenic,
white gravel courtyard, the museum
houses a cabinet of drawings containing more than 8,000 pieces from the
Renaissance to the 20th century. Known
as the Rouen school, the art movement
which began in the city and the surrounding Seine valley region in the 19th
century attracted such talent as Monet,
Gauguin, and Pissarro to live and work
there.
Continuing on toward the cathedral,
another celebrated French landmark,
near which, in the cobblestones of the
vieux marché (old marketplace), Joan of
Arc was burned at the stake for heresy,
the spire of the 12th Century cathedral

Approach to cathedral.

rises to nearly 500 feet, the highest of
any church in France.
Having endured destruction by
Viking invasions as well as Allied bombardments in the Second World War,
this landmark alone is enough reason to
make the hour-and-a quarter train trip
from Paris, for its lofty Gothic architecture seen from the inside is enough to
take one’s breath away.
Arriving just after the cathedral’s
daily closing at mid-day (in the old
French tradition which is rapidly vanishing in the advent of technology and 24/7
timetables), I wandered around the old
marketplace, alive with Christmas decorations and kiosks selling everything

Continued on page 5

Rouen doorway.

Half-timbered houses in old quarter.
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Rouen - Culture, Sights, and People
Continued from page 4
from charcuterie to soap, perfume,
scarves, and souvenirs, and found a little
Thai restaurant to have a warm, spicy
meal on this damp late-November day.
After touring the cathedral, I
wended my way back through the old
quarter, past the ancient “Big Clock,” its
gilded face adorning a majestic passageway, towards the rue Jeanne d’Arc and
the train station.
Stopping at a flower shop near the
station to buy my friend Renée a small
plant before hopping back on the train
to Paris, I was reminded once again why
I gravitated toward France, its culture,
sights, and people, both long ago as a

student, and in subsequent trips back as
an adult.
The owner of the shop greeted
me warmly when I brought the plant
to the counter, and after his daughter
took special care in wrapping the gift
with ribbon and paper, I thanked them
both, to which the owner replied, in the
typical, self-deprecating charm of the
French, “but it is for us to thank you,
monsieur.”
Based in Pleasantville, Lee Daniels is
Travel & Leisure writer for The Westchester
Guardian and editor for Kiev-based ICU.

View of the Cathedral Notre-Dame de Rouen.

If You Go
Getting there

Trains
From Paris Gare Saint-Lazare, Every half-hour, €45 (US$60) round trip
www.voyages-sncf.com
Getting around
Tourist Office
25 Cathedral Square
B.P. 666
7600 Rouen
011.33.2.320.83240
accueil@rouentourisme.com
Bike rentals
Rouen Bike
45 Rue de Sainte-Eloi
7600 Rouen
011.331.2 357.13430
www.rouenbike.fr/
Car rentals
Hertz France SAS
Rouen train station
011.33.2.3570.7071
uro64@hertz.com
Hotels
Hotel Morand ($$)
Centrally located.
1, rue Morand
76000 ROUEN
011.33.2.357.14607
www.morandhotel.com
contact@morandhotel.com

Restaurants
Le Metropole Café ($$)
Centrally located.
111 rue Jeanne d’Arc
76000 Rouen
011.33.2.571.5856
Restaurant le Pat Thai ($$)
34, rue du Fardeau
011.33.2.357.02727
Points of interest
Musée Des Beaux Arts De Rouen
Esplanade Marcel-Duchamp
Rouen 7600
011.33.2.3571.2840
www.rouen-musees.com
Cathedral Notre-Dame de Rouen
Open Tuesday through Saturday for
tours.
Closed 12-2 for lunch.
Rouen Center
http://www.rouentourisme.com/
Rouen Palace of Justice
Built in the 15th century.
36 rue Jews
76000 Rouen
http://www.rouen.fr/palais-de-justice
The Big Clock (Le Gros-Horloge)
Ornate clock tower built in the late
14th century.
Rue du Gros-Horloge
Rouen Food Festival
Takes place the third week in October.
Place du Vieux Marché
http://www.rouentourisme.com/

South nave in cathedral.

The Big Clock.

THE HEZITORIAL ANALYSIS

$55 Million Yonkers Board of Education
Budget Shortfall Crisis Relies on Mayor Mike
Spano’s Next Move— An Update...
By HEZI ARIS
The $55 million budget
shortfall revealed to
Yonkers Mayor Mike
Spano is said by City
Hall to have emanated
from Yonkers Public Schools (YPS)
Superintendent Bernard Pierorazio by
its telling; contrary to the assertion made
by the Yonkers Tribune divulging that it
was instead Certified Public Accountant
(CPA) Nicholas (Nick) DeSantis, partner
of the accounting firm O’Connor Davies
Munns & Dobbins, LLP, who shared his
discovering the “bad” news with Mayor
Spano. Allegations by members of Mayor
Spano’s staff ’s scenario of circumstances
of impropriety by Pierorazio won many
Yonkersites’ derision of the superintendent
on the basis of sentimentality rather than
on alleged proof. Pierorazio is said by City

Hall to have tendered notice of his retirement to Mayor Spano. Mayor Spano’s
assertion seems to lack credibility. Since
the “bombshell” outing of this “crisis”
was revealed by a press release issued by
Yonkers City Hall after 4:00 p.m. on

Friday, January 17, 2014. It was the beginning of the long Rev. Martin Luther King
Jr weekend commemoration; a “logical”
turn of events scrutinizing the facts has
continued to be wanting, even nineteen
days later.
The so-called deficit / “shortfall”
defined by Nick DeSantis’ telling Mayor
Spano was an error discovered by DeSantis
but was falsely interpreted as nefarious. It
seems the Gap Elimination Adjustment
(GEA) concept, best understood as analogous to an I.O.U., was specific to the City
of Yonkers (CoY); something DeSantis
was unaware! It seems only CoY was the
beneficiary of such ledger postings in its
proposed budgets for the respective Fiscal
Year budgets of 2012-2013 and 20132014. Mayor Spano’s office professed a
deadline of January 31, 2014, would be

Continued on page 6
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$55 Million Yonkers Board of Education Budget Shortfall Crisis Relies on Mayor Mike Spano’s Next Move— An Update...
Continued from page 5
met to ascertain whether the accrued
postings in the first year, of $26.9 million
and the second year’s posting of $$28.1
million, amounted to a total for both years
indeed as high as $55 million, or be found
to be less than that amount. It is pertinent to acknowledge that no matter the
actual dollar figure, what is evident, is that
DeSantis, unaware of the change specific
to CoY, misinterpreted his findings as
he revealed them to Mayor Spano to
have seemingly been used for sinister
purpose(s) by Pierorazio and CFO Joseph
Brachitta, who, on Monday morning,
February 3, 2014, tendered his resignation.
DeSantis’ assertions to Mayor Spano was
far removed from the approved protocol
of postings permitted. Even so, demonizing Pierorazio of engaging in something
less than “on the level” seemed palatable
to too many Yonkersites based on allegations and innuendos alone. The outcry too
quickly evolved to a cry for the YBoE to
be stripped of its independent status and
instead be legislatively coerced to be designated a department of CoY. The Yonkers

City Council membership was quick to
pounce and coalesce on an intentioned
Home Rule Message beseeching the
Yonkers Delegation, and through them,
the New York State Legislature, toward
making the YBoE a department of CoY
without ever espousing a vision for curriculum, standards, demeanor, cost savings,
consolidation, etc. To this day, Yonkersites
have been told nothing of the rationale
behind the divulged intent, that is, making
the YBoE a department of Yonkers City
Hall.
Refer to the January 29, 2014
writing in the Yonkers Tribune: http://
www.yonkerstribune.com/2014/01/
exclusive-breaking-news-the-hezitorialanalysis-governor-cuomo-to-cover-yonkers-board-of-educations-.html
Allegations of ineptitude or worse,
are quietly being hurled about against
New York State Comptroller Thomas
DiNapoli. Neither Mayor Spano nor
DeSantis have verified the two postings
mentioned were in fact “illegal”, “deceptive”, or “sinister” with DiNapoli’s office.
Truth be told, the posting device used in

the two budgets mentioned conform to
acceptable standards specific to the YBoE.
Governor Andrew Cuomo recognized the issue, accepting the Gap
Elimination Adjustment (GEA) concept
as specifically valid for CoY. Governor
Cuomo, instructed Lawrence (Larry)
Schwartz, Secretary to the Governor, to
facilitate payment of the I.O.U., in full
or in part, dependent upon the January
31, 2014 deadline for ascertaining the
“shortfall”.
Within days, Pierorazio found
himself fighting to gain full remuneration of the balance of his contractual
agreement with the Yonkers Board of
Education Trustees. Pierorazio realized
he would need to lawyer up. He wants all
promised and noted tenets delineated in
the contractual agreement he signed with
his “task master”, the Board of Trustees.
When Governor Cuomo got wind of the
“payoff ” prospect, a conundrum would
cause an amenable outcome less likely to
be realized.
Mayor Spano was advised that
should Pierorazio win all “due” him for

the balance of his contract; Pierorazio was
not “retiring”, he was being pushed out on
the basis of a misinterpretation of ledger
entries, Governor Cuomo would not
satisfy the “shortfall” as Governor Cuomo
intended. Governor Cuomo realized the
public would not stand for the payoff
to Pierorazio and the satifaction of the
I.O.U. in tandem. Governor Cuomo has
expressed his perspective succinctly; it is
either one or the other.
Mayor Spano is now caught between
a rock and a hard place. Mayor Spano has
yet to figure out how to keep Pierorazio
mum or find himself vulnerable to potential revelations by Pierorazio; an extremely
sensitive predicament for Mayor Spano
as he begins the process of seeking
re-election.
While there are many nail biting
mini-episodes in the telling of this “crisis”,
at issue is from what account / accounts
was the YBoE able to function without
“funding” with actual money ever being
received. One would think the YBoE was
operating on “hot air” alone. How did the
YBoE operate for over a year-and-a-half

with only the promise of an I.O.U.?
Teachers, custodians, book orders, fuel
for heating and air-conditioning, paper
goods, among services of every kind were
paid. Not a peep from anyone having been
unpaid.
The reality is that the lack of actually
receiving $55 million, defined by Mayor
Spano before the NYS Legislature to be
“spin-up” money, rather than the I.O.U.
it is, has devolved to the point where
DeSantis, Pierorazio, Brachitta, and
DeNapoli have become nothing more
than second fiddles to the prowess of
Governor Cuomo and Mayor Spano.
My money is riding with Governor
Cuomo. Mayor Spano has been checkmated by his own conduct. Mayor Spano
will have to find a way to satisfy Pierorazio’s
million plus financial demands to exit or to
satisfy Governor Cuomo or face having no
other choice than demanding a temporary
stop gap tax surcharge from Yonkersites of
over 22 percent to cover the $55 million
shortfall. Perhaps Yonkersites know of
another solution; it escapes this editor.

consumers of media as well as producers of
media, especially digital media.
Big Brothers, Big Sisters of Westchester
are looking for reusable clothing and
household items to help support their mentoring programs for children, they have a
local home pick up scheduled for February
14th. Call 877-399-2570 for details.
Three cheers to Byram Hills High
School student Jessica Occhiogrosso for
receiving the Acorda Scientific Excellence
Award for her research project on curing
degenerative disc disease.
The Field Library in Peekskill presents
“Movie Mondays,” a free night out at the
movies. Enjoy a wide range of films from
classics, to indies, to blockbusters on a
hundred inch screen, Oscar nominated
“Gravity” hits the screen on March 3rd.
A sure sweet sign that spring is on its
way is sap flowing from the maple trees.
Make your way over to Teatown Lake
Reservation in Ossining as they stoke up the
fire and show us how to make maple syrup.

From tapping and collecting to boiling and
bottling, Teatown’s naturalists will share their
knowledge of facts and folklore on this age
old process. Join them Sunday, February
26th at 1:00pm. Call to register at 914
762-2912 x 110.
In another sure sign of spring, our friend
Bill DiRago tells us that Bedford Hills
Katonah Little League registration is open.
To get through these winter blues just think
of opening day April 26th when the skies will
be bright blue; you will be able to venture out
in just a light sweater; the kids will be decked
out in their team uniforms and someone will
yell, “Play ball!”
As I mentioned earlier this is our 150th
column and I just want to thank all our
readers and friends for making this such a
fun experience, you are the best… see you
next week.
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News & Notes from Northern Westchester
By MARK JEFFERS
I hope everyone is enjoying
the Sochi Winter Olympics;
if shoveling snow was a
sport, my wife would be a
Gold Medalist. My favorite
event is curling, of course my daughters
point out that they have never seen me
sweep so hard at our house… oh well, I still
have the winning spirit and am very proud
and thankful to present our 150th edition of
“News & Notes.”
A warm welcome and congratulations to Mary Esbjornson on her recent
appointment to the position of Executive
Director of the Bedford Hills Free Library.
After an extensive search, Terrie Paladino
Viola, Co-President of the Library’s Board
of Trustees tells us that “Mary received the
unanimous backing of our board, and she
comes to us with outstanding experience

and credentials.” Ms. Esbjornson will be
working closely with Rhoda Gushue for a
seamless transition. Rhoda will be retiring
after 43 years of devoted service and dedication to our library and to the Bedford Hills
community.
Come on out March 29th to the
Westchester County Center in White Plains
and spend a fun filled day with your family
with a portion of the 19th Annual WHUD
Kids Fair proceeds supporting the H.O.P.E.
For Youth Foundation, and being presented
by Maria Fareri Children’s Hospital.
The Boys & Girls Club of Northern
Westchester recently announced the
addition of five distinguished members of
the community: Ashley Diamond, Andrew
Handler, John New, Charles Parsons, and
Rick Suarez to its board of directors.
A ribbon cutting ceremony recently
took place to mark the Grand Opening of

The Edge, a groundbreaking, high-tech
library just for teens.
The Edge, one of the most innovative
libraries in the country, is one of the few
libraries created specifically for today’s digital
youth.The Edge is part of the first of a threephase project to update the library based on
a multi-year master plan funded by the city
and the White Plains Library Foundation.
This first phase spans 3,000 square feet with
2,000 square feet dedicated to The Edge.The
Edge is divided into three areas: The Living
Room—a space for socializing, readings,
viewing and gaming; The Mixing Area—a
place for research, homework, and collaboration; and The Digital Media Lab—a flexible
space for workshops and classes focused on
media production. Richly equipped with
a wide range of hardware and software,
including iMacs, iPads, and 3-D printers,
The Edge is designed to help teens be critical

Mark Jeffers resides in Bedford Hills, New York,
with his wife Sarah, and three daughters, Kate,
Amanda, and Claire.
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The Generational Divide: Digital (and Social)
By JOHN F. McMULLEN
I was in a group recently that
meets monthly to discuss
current news items from
an ethical or moral aspect. I
was expecting much of the
meeting to dwell on the President’s State
of the Union message or on Pope Francis’
constant calling our attention to the requirement of looking at providing for the poor
as a moral imperative. While these topics
were touched on briefly, much of the attention, surprisingly (at least to me), was taken
up with what members saw as teenagers’
constant use of smartphones for “texting.”
“Can’t they engage in conversation?”
“What can be so important that they
have to see it so often?”
“They have no social graces.”
Listening to this reminded me of my
parent’s generation “back in the day.”
“That Presley fellow should be kept off
any stage until he stops grinding his pelvis.
It’s obscene.”
“The way those teenagers dance –
throwing themselves around -- with that
constant beat excites them – and the words
are often sexual. That music should be
banned.”
“They play that music so loud, they’ll
be deaf.”
“Those words make no sense – it’s
stupid! (speaking about ‘a wop bop a loo mob
a bid bam boom, Tootie Frootie all rootie’ –
the Intro to Little Richard’s first hit”).”
“The way they carry around those big
radios playing music loudly – they have no
social graces.”
I sat there wondering if I had joined the
“fuddy duddy” generation until one fellow, a
West Point graduate and a grandfather, said
“You have to understand. That’s the way they
communicate.” Then I jumped in with “Didn’t
all of you have to throw your children off the
telephone? They could talk for hours. I know that
I did when I was their age. They don’t use the
phone now. They text.”
Then someone said “that’s right. They
don’t use the phone” and we moved on to
something else.
All the above conversation was that
these adults don’t understand today’s teenagers any better than are parents understood us.
That may sound sad – and it well could be
– but it’s natural in a world where technological (and social) change is so rapid.
Actually, those always connected are
preparing themselves better for the new
information revolution than those who
aren’t. We are in this new information world
where we can be constantly immersed in an
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incredible amount of data – and the amount
will grow and grow until it is overwhelming
to those who are not open to the constant
communication. Even those whose communication is mainly “ham and Swiss - lunch” or
“meet u -- Charlie’s Bar 7 tonite” or “Real hot
date last PM” are better prepared to step into
the new world than those who restrict their
Smartphone use to “important things.”
That doesn’t mean that I favor total
unrestricted use. In the courses that I teach
at Purchase College, Smartphone use is
prohibited in the classroom. – but the
regular lecture is guided by PowerPoint
slides, which often contain links to videos
from TED and other educational sites. The
PowerPoints which contain all the points
that the students are responsible for are contained on the college online educational sites
and all assignments are completed online
(these assignments include the weekly selection of
articles from credible news sources, which contain
statistics. The students must evaluate whether
the statistics are provided in a manner to really
inform the reader – people forget numbers
in an article almost immediately but graphs,
interactive “drill downs,” etc. help implant the
information in the reader’s brain) – so the
students are immersed in technology – not
for its own sake but as a useful tool in the
accomplishment of her / his goal – in this
case, doing well in the course.

In a recent New York Times opinion
piece by David Brooks, “What Machines
Can’t
Do”
(http://www.nytimes.
com/2014/02/04/opinion/brookswhat-machines-cant-do.html), Brooks
bases the column on a terrific book which
I recommend highly,”The Second Machine
Age” by MIT professors Erik Brynjolfsson
and Andrew McAfee. Brooks writes:
“We’re clearly heading into an age of brilliant

technology. Computers are already impressively good at guiding driverless cars and
beating humans at chess and Jeopardy. As
Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology point
out in their book “The Second Machine Age,”
computers are increasingly going to be able to
perform important parts of even mostly cognitive jobs, like picking stocks, diagnosing diseases
and granting parole.
“As this happens, certain mental skills will
become less valuable because computers will take
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ROCK OUT WITH YOUR VALENTINE!

Fri, Feb. 14 @ 8PM

6:30pm Raffles, Champagne,
Dessert & more!
8:00pm Show
ROCK SERIES

Robert Randolph

& The Family Band
Sat, Feb. 15 @ 8PM

“Ain’t Nothing Wrong With
That” and more! One of
Rolling Stone’s 100 Greatest Guitarists of all time!

ALEX’S BAR & GRILLE
DINNER: 5-10P MON. -THURS. • FRI. 5-11PM • SAT. 2-11PM • SUN. 2-9PM
LUNCH: MON. - FRI. NOON- 3PM • HAPPY HOUR: 4-7PM

PARTIES
UP TO 120

Steakhouse with
Northern Italian Cuisine
Extensive Wine List
Desserts Homemade Daily
914.358.1444

Reserve Now for Valentine’s Day!

www.abg2012.com

Friday, February 14

th

577 NORTH BROADWAY, WHITE PLAINS • 2 BLOCKS FROM NORTH WHITE PLAINS TRAIN STATION

Delta Rae

Chasing Twisters Tour

Thur, Feb. 27 @ 8PM
With Special Guest The Falls

From their radio smash hit
“if i Loved You” to the iTunes
single of the week “Run.”

Matt Schofield

Thur, Mar. 13 @ 7:30PM

“One of Guitar & Bass
Magazine’s "Top 10 British
Blues Guitarists of All
Time." Free Tequila tasting
courtesy of Cabo Wabo in
the lobby at 6:45pm!

Eddie Money

Thur, Mar. 20 @ 8PM

Two Tickets To Paradise",
"Baby Hold On", "Walk
On Water", "Think i'm in
Love," "Shakin" and more!
ENTERTAiNiNG CONvERSATiONS SERiES

Fran Lebowitz

Sat, Feb. 22 @ 7:30PM

Cultural icon and legendary author, journalist
& social observer. An
on-stage interview followed
by a 60 minute extended
audience Q&A!
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Continued from page 7

over. Having a great memory will probably
be less valuable. Being able to be a straight-A
student will be less valuable — gathering masses
of information and regurgitating it back on tests.
So will being able to do any mental activity that
involves following a set of rules.
“But what human skills will be more
valuable?”
Brooks answers the question, in part, by
using an example from his own profession:
“In the news business, some of those skills
are already evident. Technology has rewarded
sprinters (people who can recognize and alertly
post a message on Twitter about some interesting immediate event) and marathoners (people
who can write large conceptual stories), but it has

hurt middle-distance runners (people who write
800-word summaries of yesterday’s news conference). Technology has rewarded graphic artists
who can visualize data, but it has punished
those who can’t turn written reporting into
video presentations.”
“Twitter” is one of the systems most
derided by much of the “elder generation” –
that and “texting” – yet it is constantly used
by news organizations and those following
the news. Radio and television shows, such
as the “Moyers and Company Television
Show” and the ”Michael Kay Radio Sports
Show,” constantly exhort listeners and
viewers to “follow us on Twitter” (#billmoyers and ##michaelkay, respectively – the “#” is
the symbol for “hashtag,” the facility to link all
related “tweets”).

Brooks lists five traits that the “age of
brilliant machines” rewards – I’ll list only one
of them (I highly recommend that you read
the rest of this rich article):
“First, it rewards enthusiasm. The amount
of information in front of us is practically
infinite; so is that amount of data that can be
collected with new tools. The people who seem
to do best possess a voracious explanatory drive,
an almost obsessive need to follow their curiosity. Maybe they started with obsessive gaming
sessions, or marathon all-night study sessions,
but they are driven to perform extended bouts
of concentration, diving into and trying to make
sense of these bottomless information oceans.”
Who are more “enthusiastic” or driven
than a young person “tweeting” or “texting”
– or locked into “Facebook?” There is much
of value (as well as some silliness) on Facebook.
Young users of any social media should be

cautioned (they may not heed the caution but it
is necessary) that college acceptance screeners
and potential employers will screen the candidate’s Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, Google
+, Instagram, etc. history (young topless
women on college spring breaks and people with
racist comments have been known to be shunned
to the side by evaluators).
Brooks concludes the piece by writing:
“In the 1950s, the bureaucracy was the computer.
People were organized into technocratic systems
in order to perform routinized information processing. But now the computer is the computer.
The role of the human is not to be dispassionate, depersonalized or neutral. It is precisely the
emotive traits that are rewarded: the voracious
lust for understanding, the enthusiasm for work,
the ability to grasp the gist, the empathetic sensitivity to what will attract attention and linger
in the mind.

“Unable to compete when it comes to calculation, the best workers will come with heart
in hand.”
Read the piece – and, hopefully, the
book --- and lay off the techno-kids!
Creative Disruption is a continuing series
examining the impact of constantly accelerating technology on the world around us. These
changers normally happen under our personal
radar until we find that the world as we knew
it is no more.
John F. McMullen is a writer, poet, college professor and radio host. Links to other writings,
Podcasts, & Radio Broadcasts at http://www.
johnmac13.com.
Please send comments and or questions to
johnmac13@gmail.com

CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES

Blue Is the Warmest Color
By SHERIF AWAD
Abdellatif Kechiche was
born in 1960 in Tunis. After
his family emigrated from
Tunisia to France in 1966,
he grew up in Nice where
he became an actor and director, coming into
reknown for Black Venus (2010) and The Secret
of the Grain (2007). Kechiche directed Blue
Is the Warmest Color last year. The romantic
drama won the Golden Palm Awards for

woman with blue hair. Her relationship with
Emma grows into more than just friends as
she is the only person with whom she can
express herself openly. Together, Adèle and
Emma explore social acceptance, sexuality, and the emotional spectrum of their
maturing relationship.
“The film is very loosely adapted from
the graphic novel. It was the combination of
reading the graphic novel and a film project
I’ve had in mind for a long time that triggered my desire to make Blue is the Warmest
Color”, explained Kechiche. “I was working
on developing female characters that were
passionate about their professional lives and
wanted to pass on their enthusiasms. So
when I came across Julie Maroh’s graphic
novel, the story of absolute love between two
women and, at the same time, of a young

Abdellatif Kechiche.
Best Film. It also garnered the Best Actress
Award for both Adèle Exarchopoulos and
Léa Seydoux, which was the first time ever
this prize was officially split between two
actors in Cannes Festival.
The story of the three-hour film is based
on a French graphic novel by the same name
that was realized by Julie Maroh in 2010.
The story focuses on Adele whose life is
changed when she meets Emma, a young

“Blue Is the Warmest Colo” film poster.

Adèle Exarchopoulos and Léa Seydoux star in the film “Blue Is the Warmest Color”.
woman becoming a schoolteacher, I saw
film career. I ask myself, what was it about
how I could link these two projects. Telling
this story from the graphic novel that was
a love story between two women means
most inspiring, what was the spark? The
to work with two actresses to the fullest; illustrated panels showing naked bodies? It’s
this kind of work excites me deeply and it’s possible. In the end I don’t know the precise
becoming more and more important in my
motivations”.
Kechiche first met Léa Seydoux for the
role of Emma. She shared her character’s
beauty, voice, intelligence and freedom. But
what was decisive was her take on society:
she’s very much tuned in to the world around
her. She possesses a real social awareness;
she has a real engagement with the world.
“Léa was something of an Arabic soul. She
told me later she has Arabic half brothers”,
revealed Kechiche. “Léa has a way of going
through life fully aware of what’s happening.
It’s also a way of accepting life’s vicissitudes.
It has something to do with nomadism,
wandering, and with melancholy, and what
we call mektoub which means written in
destiny. As for Adèle Exarchopoulos… when
we organized a huge casting call, I chose
Adèle the minute I saw her. Clémentine, in
the novel, became Adèle because I wanted to
Bookcover of the novel “Blue Is the Warmest
keep the name of my actress. It didn’t bother
Color” By Julie Maroh.

her. I think it even helped her merge with
her character, and I with her. It’s also a matter
of sound: Adèle, Emma, Léa are all light,
ethereal names. And then there’s the fact
that Adèle means justice in Arabic, which I
liked a lot”.
In the film, Emma is part of the intellectual and artistic elite. The difficulties they
both have with their relationship, that which
causes them to break up and ultimately what
the film is about reveals that which blocks
their relationship and finally brings about
their divide. The catalyst that divides them
is their different social standing because
it generates a difference in their personal
aspirations. It’s not at all their homosexuality, which would be more or less tolerated, or
understood, by the world around them.
It was quite surprising that Blue Is
the Warmest Color did not earn an Oscar
nomination this year even though it was
acclaimed across the States by many critics
circles and associations. Perhaps the romance
and sensuality expressed in this film does not
resonate with American tastes today.
Born in Cairo, Egypt, Sherif Awad is
a film / video critic and curator. He is the
film editor of Egypt Today Magazine (www.
EgyptToday.com), and the artistic director
for both the Alexandria Film Festival, in
Egypt, and the Arab Rotterdam Festival,
in The Netherlands. He also contributes
to Variety, in the United States, and is
the film critic of Variety Arabia (http://
varietyarabia.com/), in the United Arab
Emirates (UAE), the Al-Masry Al-Youm
Website (http://www.almasryalyoum.com/
en/node/198132) and The Westchester
Guardian
(www.WestchesterGuardian.
com).
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Consultant Proposes New Traffic Patterns
During North Avenue Renovations
By PEGGY GODFREY
New Rochelle Department
of Development Commissioner Luiz Aragon
characterized the “Traffic
Study and Gateways to
the City’s Downtown” as one leg of a fourlegged stool. At the February 4, 2014,
Michael King gave a meeting of the New
Rochelle City Council a preliminary presentation of a traffic study analysis by the Nelson
Nydaard Consultants. The many activities
that preceded the report, such as workshop,
downtown and Business Improvement
District (BID) meetings were mentioned.
Those were the meetings used to determine
which suggested changes to the downtown
could and would work.
Among the guiding principles of the
study were that the downtown must be safe
to walk, parking be available, and bicycles
should be able to traverse the venues. The
train station was considered an important
factor. The report also included connecting the downtown to the hospital, Armory,
Hudson Park and other areas of importance
to residents.
The study in its initial stages observed
people walking or driving to the train station
incorporating the present routes used. The
Smart Growth and Columbia University

Studies previously used only spoke to areas
near the train station, but did not designate
whether people arrived at those venues by
foot or by vehicle. It was thereby suggested
an upcoming report distill more concerns,
such as making connections both north and
south from the train station the hospital.
Throughout the presentation King
referred to the Thruway Authority’s plans
to temporarily close North Avenue for a
bridge replacement. According to Aragon,
the Thruway Authority Project is presently scheduled for the summer of 2015.
Continuing, King said, “Now is the time to
change” traffic circulation patterns, suggesting traffic flow would be enhanced after the
bridge replacement was completed. The conjectured, albeit anticipated four-month long
closing of North Avenue by the Department
of Development’s Thruway Authority has
yet to be presented to the New Rochelle
City Council.
Continuing references to pedestrian
safety as well as bike lanes were reiterated.
Wider sidewalks on Main Street were
suggested, along with making Main and
Huguenot Streets two-way thoroughfares. King cited a transit shuttle presently
operated by Iona College could likewise be
run on “North Street”, referring to North
Avenue. The three colleges: Iona, Monroe,

and the College of New Rochelle, could be
included in this effort.
According to King, intersections could
be problematical. For example, the North
Avenue, Huguenot Street intersection could
be simplified. Aragon suggested placing
some form of identification there, similar to
the City’s Cupola, which would create a destination point in the city. At the Main and
Webster intersection an island was suggested
for pedestrian crossing. River Street could be
changed to two-way traffic for easier travel
to Echo Avenue and Main Street. A few
streets, such as Echo Avenue, which turns
into River Street, could be changed to one
name.
Councilmember Shari Rackman
wanted to know if Main and Huguenot
Streets were changed to two-way traffic
whether the number of parking spaces would
also change. Rackman was assured there
would be no change. While King said North
Avenue was always one lane, the statement
needed clarification since there presently
exist New Rochelle residents who remember
when the CVS situated on North Avenue,
between Huguenot and Main Streets was
proposed, the applicant made particular note
that North Avenue had two lanes on both
sides going north and south.

Diana O’Neill

Holistic Health Services

Continued on page 10
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Consultant Proposes New Traffic Patterns During North Avenue Renovations
Continued from page 9

While King speculated surmised “lots
of things hinge” on the North Avenue
bridge changes, he asked how much wider
the street would be after the renovation was
completed. Aragon advised it would be ten

feet wider.
When King was asked whether he
agreed changing Main and Huguenot
Streets to two-way traffic, he suggested
maintaining the status quo; only one
way traffic. Aragon added that only New
Rochelle presently maintained “Route 1,

that is Main Street, in a single direction.
“When changing to two-way traffic, along
with widening the sidewalks was suggested
to discourage double parking, Councilman
Al Tarantino suggested people will “double
park anyway,” thus slowing traffic.
Mayor Noam Bramson thinks the

creative concepts incorporated into the
report are “terrific.”
One comment made by the consultant
was that people who came to the exploratory
walking tour were surprised at the rapid
traffic speeds in the downtown. According to
ew Rochelle City Manager Chuck Strome,
the police department might find one way
traffic a “nightmare.” Aragon suggested

future meetings with councilmembers.
Bramson suggested the study could be
broken down into short, medium and long
term plans. King added that a transit center
is a “loss leader” that gets people efficiently
from place to place .
Peggy Godfrey is a freelance writer and former
educator.

MUSIC

Delbert McClinton & Friends
THE SOUNDS 2014
Sandy Beach Cruise – Twentieth Anniversary
OFBLUE
By Bob Putignano
Another Great Year of
Performances, and still
there will be more!

It was previously announced that last
year’s Delbert cruise might be their last.
Thankfully there will be more, perhaps
many more as the 2015 (SBA #21) is already
planned. This year’s cruise brought back
many familiar faces: Marcia Ball, Anson
Funderburgh, Jimmy Hall, Big Joe Maher’s
4 JAKS, Clay McClinton, The McCrary
Sisters, Mingo Fishtrap, Gary Nicholson,
Spooner Oldham, Lee Roy Parnell, Wayne
Toups, Paul Thorn, Seth Walker, plus second
time returners: The Band of Heathens, who
I thoroughly enjoyed, and of course Delbert
McClinton, who continues to marvel and
astound.
Favorites included Wayne Toups’ excellent band with the burning Freddie Pate
on guitar, Wayne’s son Darrell on percussion, Chevy Foreman’s solid bass, Adrian
Boudreaux’ keys, and Matt Janise, who was
very impressive and added much color on
drums. The Toups band is not your typical
zydeco band as they incorporate classic rock
overtones into their Louisiana-rooted performances; they are especially fond of the
Allman Brothers, too. The highlight of one
their set was when Lee Roy Parnell sat in
and called for “Ramblin’ Man,” that sizzled
(especially Parnell and Pate’s dueling guitars)
which had the crowd cheering for more.
Speaking of Parnell, his slide playing is so
strong and tasty that he could easily fit in
with the Allman Brothers, as Derek Trucks
and Warren Haynes are departing at the end
of this year.
Gary Nicholson’s band was a big pooldeck party with Anson Funderburgh (and
at times Le Roy Parnell) on guitars. It was
a superb set, where I enjoyed Nicholson’s
fun tune “Pay Bo Diddley,” and much more.

Band of Heathens.

Gary Nicholson.
Unfortunately Nicholson only performed Steve Mackey also dazzled; checkout their
once, and I certainly would have liked at Ellersoul album titled “Deal With It.” They
least one more Nicholson set(s). The band call themselves the 4 JAKS: Joe, Anson,
I saw last year with Big Joe Maher, Anson Kevin, and Steve, get it?
Funderburgh, Kevin McKendree, and
Who doesn’t like Marcia Ball?

Delbert McClinton

(L-R:) Lee Roy Parnell and Anson Funderburgh.

Especially with guitarist “Mighty” Mike
Schermer, and it’s a Delbert cruise tradition
to have Red Young sitting in on B3 throughout. Delbert is so timeless (saw him three
times) McClinton and his always solid band

marveled. By the way, Delbert’s latest disc on
New West records includes his old cohort
Glen Clark titled “Blind, Crippled & Crazy.”
Of special note, I completely enjoyed

Continued on page 11
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Delbert McClinton & Friends—Sandy Beach Cruise
Continued from page 10

the two sets that I witnessed by The Band
of Heathens. Even though these youngsters
are in their early to mid-thirties, they definitely have an affinity towards late-sixties to
mid-seventies roots music. They are reminiscent of groups like The Band, Little Feat,
and other country-rock bands, but also write
great tunes, vocalize well, and have a unique
knack of listening to each other when they
jam. These young Heathens would have fit
in playing the Fillmore East and West back
in the day and (again) left a memorable

impression.
Add to the mix Nick Connolly’s 5 p.m
sets. Late night jams, and The 4 JAKS’ four
performances that made for one heck of a
noon-to-wee hours fun.
And the best news of all is that (all of
this) unforgettable music continues for at
least another year! I am happy to report that
you can sign up right now for their twentyfirst edition at: www.Delbert.com or call
1-800-Delbert. I hope to be back again in
January 2015 and look forward to seeing
many of you onboard too! You won’t be

disappointed.
NOTE: Congrats to the Delbert
McClinton band for securing a 2014 concert
slot on the closing date of May 4th at the
prestigious New Orleans Jazz and Heritage
festival; www.nojazzfest.com Jazz Fest runs
over two weekends plus from April 25 to
May 4, 2014.
Bob Putignano has been at the heart of
WFDU with his Sounds of Blue radio show
for over fourteen years. www.SoundsofBlue.
com - Previously a senior contributing editor
at BluesWax, Blues Revue, and Goldmine
magazines. Contact Bob by directing email to:
bob8003@yahoo.com.

McCrary Sisters.

SCIENCE

Invisible Worlds Now Visible
By HELEN WEISMAN
The willing suspension of
disbelief is easy when you
come to see Mysteries of the
Unseen World, now playing
at the American Museum
of Natural History Lefrak IMAX Theater.
Audiences will be transported in a new giant
screen journey to hidden worlds that are too
small, too fast, or too slow for our eyes to see
naturally.The movie can be seen in either 2D
or 3D. I saw it in 3D. During this exciting
experience, I felt as if I could reach out with
my hand and grasp things that normally I
can not.
For instance, there is infrared technology that can see heat patterns through color.
Regarding the infrared spectrum, the movie
shows how mosquitos can see what is hot
and what is not, the greater the intensity of
the red spot, the hotter it is. With this information, they can know just who and where
to bite! The portrayal of gamma rays, in the

film, was most exciting. Radioactive atoms
and nuclear explosions generate these waves.
We can see the importance of gamma rays
in medicine. We see this by the way gamma
rays go about killing living cells, a fact which
medicine uses to its advantage by using
gamma rays to kill cancerous cells. Another
example of what gamma rays do appears in
the film when they pass right though the
walls of building and present what is happening inside, such as the skeletons of people
walking about. We see this being done inside
the homes of a residential building.
Next, we enter another aspect of the
unseen world, how things move through
time-lapse photography, something that
happens too slowly for us to view in real
time. With time-lapse photography we see
how flowers and plants move when exposed
to different quantities of light. The narrator,
Forest Whitaker, tells us how a passionflower
vine tosses its tentacles like a grappling hook.
We the viewers, see the passionflower reach
upwards toward the light source and open its

sun-catching blossom. This is spectacular to
see. Another thing time-lapse photography
displays, in the film, is blinking dots that represent passenger planes. The movie illustrates
that by turning air traffic data into time-lapse
imagery, we can view something that moves
constantly. For example, we see the vast air
travel of the United States, which is viewed
against a backdrop of a map. The same thing
is done with ships at sea. With time-lapse
photography, we can see our planet as a
single living organism sustained by currents
all over the sky and seas.
Now we enter yet another realm, the
realm of high-speed cameras. They work
the opposite way to time-lapse photography. These cameras shoot images thousands,
if not millions, of times faster than they

Continued on page 12

Pond bubbles.
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happen in real time. Through this method,
we can see in the film droplets of water that
bounce like balls. They are held together by
surface tension that continues to diminish in
size with each bounce. This event happens
every time a raindrop hits a pond or puddle.
Another exquisite example of high-speed
photography that can be seen in the movie
is the dragonfly. The dragonfly is the greatest

it… What we learn allows us to create new
robotic flyers. It expands our understanding
of a world we cannot reach.”
The next instrument that gives us
glimpses into the unseen world is the
electron microscope. The electron microscope is a type of microscope that uses a
beam of electrons to create an image of a
specimen. The movie shows us that deep
inside the scales of a butterfly’s wings there
are even smaller structures that reflect only
pure blue light waves. The electron microscope reveals things that are bizarre and

Dragonfly windtunnel.
flyer in the natural world; it can hover, fly
backwards, and even upside down. Highspeed cameras can show how dragonflies
can move all four wings in all directions at
the same time. This is particularly impressive
because no existing aircraft can do this at this
time. As the narrator points out, “If we can
see how nature’s genius works, we can mimic

beautiful. An example of something bizarre
would be the millions of creatures that
live on your body. This includes mites that
live their entire lives in your eyelashes. It is
believed that there are 32 billion types of
bacteria living on your skin. It is also believed
that there exist far more organisms living on
a single person, than there are people living
on the planet! According to Sean Macleod

Phillips (SMP), Director of Photography
for Mysteries of the Unseen World, “The most
exciting thing about making the movie
was the Scanning Tunneling Electron
Microscope (STEM), which for the first
time was used to create stereoscopic images
of a microscopic zoo.” He goes on to explain
how the microscope works. He says, “The
electron shells around all atoms are negatively charged, and current flowing from the
nano-sized tip of the STEM can be used
to push atoms around, not unlike the way
you can repel a magnet away from another

If scientists could mimic this, it would be
possible, for example, to create a material that
could prevent ice build-up on aircraft wings.
Still another aspect of the unseen world
is a secret that spiders harbor. Spider webs
are pound per pound stronger then steel
and yet completely elastic. It is interesting to speculate what we might build if we
could reproduce the spiders ingenuity with
a synthetic version of the spiders web. Such
a journey could take us down to the Nano
world.
Now, welcome to the Nano world! We

Invisible light truck outside building.

magnet without touching it. The microscope
can sense the ‘bulge’ of single atoms and
build up an image of many atoms making up
a given material.” The film goes on to point
out that the world of the small is full of clever
things we can use. For instance, the surface
of a lotus leaf repels liquid such as water. We
see how there are tiny hair-like bumps that
cause water droplets to roll right off the leaf.

thought space would be the new frontier, but
it is this amazing small place that is the new
frontier. The use of nanotechnology could
cure your body of all kinds of diseases and
help clean up arteries along the way. Tiny
little machines of the future could even
repair DNA. One of the interesting things,
in the nano-world, is how substances behave.
For instance, to the naked eye, gold is gold

in color, but nano-gold can be any color.
As long as there is light, the nano-gold can
generate heat. Thus, injecting gold into the
blood stream of a human being, the Nanogold is chemically coded to attach itself to
cancerous cells. An incoming laser beam
then heats up the Nano-gold particles and
burns away the cell.
The promise of Nanotechnology
goes beyond medicine and its use of gold.
For instance, another material with nanoproperties is carbon, the same breakable
material found in pencil lead, which is a
substance with mind-boggling strength.
With carbon, we have created the world’s
thinnest material, graphene, a single carbon
atom thick. It’s harder than diamonds, but
is nearly as flexible as rubber. When asked
his opinion about what would be the next
greatest breakthrough that science of the
unseen world would make, SMP responded,
“Without a doubt, it is nanotechnology. The
unseen microscopic world is revolutionizing
our understanding of nature’s most basic
building blocks. Imagine cell phones in our
heads, and permanently nano-cleaned teeth.
Some of these breakthroughs could be so
profound that we might, in the next 50 years,
be challenged by possibilities that include
redefining what we are as living beings.”
Thus, this film and the glimpses it gives into
the unseen world, particularly through the
eyes of nanotechnologists, leaves much for
us to ponder.
Mysteries of the Unseen World can be seen
through June of 2014. To purchase tickets in
advance call 212-769-5200, or visit www.
amnh.org.
Helen Weisman is a freelance science journalist living in New York City. She has taught
writing at The City University of New York.

COMMUNITY VIEW

Why the Imminent Bait and Kill Deer Program at Teatown Lake Reservation is Dead Wrong!
By LINDA CONTE
Teatown Lake Reservation is a private,
not-for-profit nature preserve and environmental education center of some 850
acres in Yorktown, Cortlandt, and New
Castle, New York, which was founded
50 years ago. It has a dues paying membership of about 1,000 and its property
is open to the general public. Over the
next few weeks this “nature center” plans
to lure deer to bait stations where sharpshooters armed with high-powered
rifles and night vision goggles will shoot
them from tree stands. Unbeknownst
to its members, many of its longtime

supporters and even its own Advisory
Board, Teatown obtained permits from
the U.S. Department of Agriculture and
the State Department of Environmental
Conservation to conduct this slaughter,
the first of its kind at a conservancy or
park in Westchester County.
So far more than 1,000 individuals
have signed an online petition strongly
opposing Teatown’s lure and kill plan
that allows up to 75 deer to be shot by
February 28. And that’s not the end.
The kill is scheduled to be repeated for
four more years and most likely be made
a permanent annual event resulting in

untold hundreds of innocent deer being
lured into death traps.
Despite extensive public outcry and
serious concerns raised by respected
experts on deer management, Teatown’s
leadership has remained unmoved by
requests to put this hideous plan on hold.
In fact, the organization has slipped
into a bunker mode in an attempt to
minimize public discussion.
There are many reasons why this illconceived and dangerous plan must be
stopped. Here are just some:
1. Information about the program

Continued on page 13
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Why the Bait and Kill Deer Program at Teatown Lake Reservation is Dead Wrong!
Continued from page 12

was never made public and Teatown
members and neighbors, even trustees,
honorary and advisory board members
were not informed. Word of the plan
was “leaked” earlier last month just a few
weeks before the baiting was to begin.
2. Teatown’s contract with the
USDA’s Wildlife Services comes at
a time when that agency is under
Congressional investigation for cruelty
to animals and being audited by the
Inspector General.
3. The bait and kill plan goes against
Teatown’s mission which emphasizes
a “commitment to involve the regional
community in order to sustain the diversity of wildlife, plants and habitats for
future generations. At the center of all
our endeavors is teamwork and partnership, because nature conservation and
environmental health are possible only
when people and their communities
work together for the common good.”
4. Teatown has displayed the
opposite of openness and teamwork.
It has blocked the posting of negative
comments on its webpage and Facebook
page. The names of its Advisory Board
members have been removed from its
website after some members said they
had not been consulted about the plan

-

and were in fact opposed to bait and kill.
5. Its own Board of Trustees did
not take a formal vote approving the
program until January 22 long after the
kill permits had been obtained and the
plan put in action.
6. Teatown has repeatedly made
misleading statements alleging support
for the kill from deer experts, parks officials and conservation leaders. Virtually
all of them deny “supporting” the plan
and say they have had no discussion with
Teatown in years.
7. Teatown has based its deer population estimate on unreliable pellet or
droppings counts and data from 2012
while knowing the deer population has
on its own dropped significantly since
then.
8. It is well established that deer kills
don’t work. Deer from other areas move
in and the fertility rates of the remaining
deer accelerate as nature seeks to restock
the herds, known as the “rebound effect.”
9. Deer are just one factor in the
highly complex issue of “forest regeneration.” Killing off a single species is not
the answer.
10. Teatown’s bait and kill plan is
largely based on the research of a single
staff member with no published record
of expertise in deer management. Noted

experts in the field promote the effectiveness of more humane, less lethal and
less potentially dangerous alternatives.
Teatown chose to go to the most extreme
method before trying alternatives.
Teatown’s zealous and callous determination to carry out a mass killing
program is resulting in a public relations disaster. The on-line petition and
negative comments, the alienation of
long-time supporters including past
board members, neighbors and corporate sponsors along with the withdrawal
of funding for some of their most valued
programs will have lasting effects.
To call off the kill now would be
a win for Teatown. Take the time to
listen to experts and concerned residents, develop a comprehensive plan,
hold public meetings and, as its mission
states, work together to address the
issue. It’s not too late to spare these
innocent animals from certain death in
what is nothing more than an organized
slaughter.
To sign the petition go to this
website: http://chn.ge/1dzcmrV

AUCTION- MT. VERNON!

Online Ending Wednesday, 2/19 @ 1:01PM

465 South 11th Avenue, Mt. Vernon

Opening bid $50K. 2,600 sq ft building stripped in preparation
of single family home. Close to NYC, Metro & shopping

Showing 2/16 @ 1PM by appointment

Details: AARauctions.com. (845) 635-3169

APARTMENTS • 47 RIVERVIEW AVE., YONKERS

Linda Conte is a resident of Croton-onHudson, NY.

1 & 2 BR APARTMENTS AT A GREAT PRICE!

FLEETWOOD

RENOVATED APARTMENTS FOR RENT

Beautiful, Newly Renovated, Spacious 1 Bedroom Apartment
$1350/month
Brand New Kitchens, Living Rooms & Bathrooms • Granite Counter Tops
New Cabinets, Stoves & Refrigerators, Credit Check Required
Elevator Building • 1 Block from MetroNorth Fleetwood Station • Monthly Parking Nearby
Available Immediately Call Management Office for details:

914.632.1230

80 West Grand Street, Fleetwood

1 BRs STARTING AT $1098! • 2 BRS STARTING AT $1315!

914.798.9410
• Luxury Apartment Living at a Great Value
• High Rise Building in in Yonkers with Hudson River Views
• Nearby Public Transportation, Shopping and Restaurants
• Fitness Center On-Site
• 24 Hours Access Control Patrol
OPEN HOUSE
SATURDAY
• Large State of the Art Laundry Room
February
15th
• 24 Hr. Maintenance
10AM2PM
• On-Site Management
• Indoor Parking On-Site, with Controlled Access
• Resident Lounge
• Business Center
• Beautiful Landscaped Courtyard in the Center of the Complex
15 MINUTES
FROM NYC
VIA
METRO NORTH!
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MAYOR Marvin’s COLUMN GOVERNMENT

Village Initiatives
By MARY C. MARVIN

Village Hall has begun a
new year with a flurry of
initiatives in various stages
of evolution.
The project closest
to completion is an entire re-vamp of our
Village website. Bottom line, the goal is to
have everything a resident might need in a
very user friendly and aesthetically pleasing
format. The site will have every Village
form on-line by department with the goal
of completing a transaction without having
to come to Village Hall. Also, frequently
asked questions by department will be
answered and all emergency announcements featured as the site will be updated
on a daily basis. In addition, there will be
street maps, parking lot locations and availability, census information, educational
links to learn further about topics such as
Property Assessment as well as a link to the
Library’s new website. As an added feature,
there will be a community link page connecting the user to information about the
school, hospital, Chamber of Commerce,
businesses and the Post Office. The link
to our cable channel will also allow video
streaming of the various Village Board

meetings.
In another technological update
initiative, our Building Department is transitioning to the “Municity” program with
an end goal of making Village property
records more accessible. Due to be completely rolled out in the next 18 months to
two years, residents will be able to access
a property’s entire history from home.
Meeting minutes will be easily called up
as well as the ability to track the processing
of building permits and printing necessary forms from home. The new program
will increase accessibility, transparency and
improve the level and quality of service.
In the parking realm, all of our Parking
Enforcement Officers will be carrying
hand-held computer parking ticketing
machines by this March. The elimination
of paper tickets will allow more efficient
record keeping and issuance errors will
decrease. The computer hand-held is also
the first step in increasing our parking
options, be it a phone app feature or multispace kiosk function and if a valid ticket
is issued, the ability to pay on-line or by
phone. Our ultimate goal would allow residents the ability to park a car, and having no
change, or in a hurry to catch a train, pay for

their parking while sitting on Metro North.
The mission of all of these changes is
to increase our level of service and efficiency
to our merchants, visitors and Village taxpayers and be in step with other forward
thinking municipalities. We are completely aware that Villagers no longer have
a life schedule that requires transactions in
person from only 9AM to 4PM weekdays.
On other fronts, a committee of School
Board and Village Board members will be
meeting in the coming weeks to collaborate
on the roll-out of the $6.8 million FEMA
flood mitigation grant. Long in the bureaucratic pipeline, it is becoming a reality.

A Cause For Paws Pet Adoptions

Siggy is an 8 yr. old, neutered male
orange tabby. He is very calm and
easy going, and is good with dogs,
cats & kids.

Solo is a friendly and energetic 2 yr.
old neutered male pit mix. He loves
to play and go for runs. He is good
with dogs, cats & kids.

Whiskey is a very friendy cat who
is looking for a loving home. He is
good with dogs, cats & kids. Whiskey
is a neutered male and is 2 yrs old.

To submit an adoption application or to inquire about other cats and dogs looking for homes, please contact

cause4pawsny@aol.com

Also on the front burner is our review
of Village-wide lighting. By late February,
the consultants will have finished their field
work as well as verification and comparison
of our current utility costs.
We also continue to negotiate very collegially with all the representative parties
concerning repair responsibilities of the
Parkway Road and I am confident we will

reach an equitable resolution.
The gentlemen holding two of the
most important jobs in Village Hall, Village
Administrator Harold Porr and Village
Treasurer Robert Fels, will be leaving us
at the end of March and April respectively
so we are in the process of seeking replacements who will have all the skills necessary
for future demands and services.
Given that we are in the midst of
great change to Village Hall staffing, the
Trustees and I are taking the opportunity
to also step back and analyze whether we
have the proper staffing and are using the
skills of our employees, both full-time and
part-time, in the most efficient and productive manner.
New senior staff may also have ideas
that further link to the above initiatives.
Though a time of great change, we are using
the opportunity to make the Village as productive and forward thinking as possible.
Mary C. Marvin is the mayor of the Village
of Bronxville, New York. If you have a suggestion or comment, consider directing your
perspective by directing email to mayor@
vobny.com.

GOVERNMENT

Abinanti Calls for Immediate
Pothole Repair
TARRYTOWN, NY -- Assemblyman
Thomas Abinanti (D-Greenburgh/Mt.
Pleasant) today called on the New York
State Department of Transportation
(NYSDoT) to immediately begin an
emergency pothole repair program in
Westchester County.
In a letter to NYSDoT Commissioner
Joan McDonald, Assemblyman Abinanti
stated that “the barrage of severe snowstorms, punctuated by intermittent warm
weather, has destroyed the surface of our
state roadways in Westchester.”
Abinanti explained that none of the
state roads have been spared the ravages of
the winter weather – from the Sprain and
Taconic to the smaller routes. He acknowledged the challenge of maintaining roads
– and the challenge of even scheduling
repair crews – presented by the repeated
waves of extreme weather. But, he concluded that the extreme weather is what

requires that the department make an extra
special effort to patch potholes before they
cause serious accidents.
“The cracks have become craters
and the craters are now a safety hazard,”
said Abinanti. “The State needs to fill the
potholes immediately.”
SOURCE:
Office
of
Communications
Director
for
Assemblyman Thomas Abinanti
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GREG’S CORNER

Chairman Greg Ball Urges Passage of “Jobs For Heroes” Program
By Senator GREG BALL
On October 20, 2004
President George W.
Bush signed an executive order expanding
business
opportunities
for service-connected disabled veteran
owned businesses. The order created a 3%
Federal contract set aside for our Nation’s
heroes. In addition to the Federal

government’s action, 44 other states have
also enacted similar legislation. However,
New York has fallen to the back of the
pack and hasn’t yet created this set aside
for our heroes.
According to the U.S. Small
Business Administration, “one in seven
veterans are self-employed or small
business owners, and about one quarter of
veterans say they are interested in starting

or buying their own business.” The same
attributes that make these people so vital
to defending our freedom are the same
hard earned intangibles that make them
exceptional at running their businesses
and creating jobs.
I have introduced legislation that
has become known as the NY Jobs For
Heroes Program. The legislation would
create a 5% state contract set aside for

service-connected disabled veteran
owned businesses. This legislation has
repeatedly passed in the Senate since
its introduction, but has failed to successfully pass through the New York
State Assembly. However, this year is
different…
In his State of the State, Governor
Andrew Cuomo, announced his public
support for the NY Jobs For Heroes initiative. The Governor’s public and recent
support is exactly the kick in the pants
this bill needed to make it a reality. With
his support, I am optimistic that this can
be the year we pass this bill to join the
44 other states that offer this contract set
aside.
To assure this is truly the year we get
this done, I have organized a petition and
series of events:

NY Jobs For Heroes Petition: Sign
the petition on my Senate website by
visiting: www.nysenate.gov/webform/
petition-ny-jobs-heroes-program.
On Feb. 28th, I will be hosting a New
York City hearing and tour of Drexel
Hamilton, an institutional broker-dealer
that is committed to offering employment opportunities to disabled veterans.
On March 1st, I will be hosting a
Hudson Valley Roundtable discussion of
NY Jobs for Heroes with U.S. Rep. Sean
Patrick Maloney at Carmel Town Hall.
To get involved, contact Krista Gobins in
my office at 845-279-3773 or kgobins@
nysenate.gov. We have been trailing the
nation on this front for far too long. The time
to finally launch the NY Jobs For Heroes
program is now.

sofoschiropractic.com
PRESENT THIS AD FOR $50 OFF FIRST VISIT
LIMITED TO FIRST 20 CALLERS • EXP 2.28.2014

100 Mamaroneck Ave,. 2nd Fl., White Plains, NY 10601

CENTER ON CONGRESS AT INDIANA UNIVERSITY

Balancing Liberty and Security Is A Never-Ending Challenge
By LEE H. HAMILTON
Every few days, we learn
yet one more way in which
government’s
expanded
surveillance powers intrude
upon our privacy and civil

liberties.
Last week, it was the revelation that spy
agencies in the U.S. and Britain have been
snagging personal data from the users of
mobile phone apps. Before that came news
that the NSA was tracking our social connections; that it was delving into our contact
lists; that it was logging our telephone calls;
and that it had figured out how to conduct
surveillance on some 100,000 computers
around the world. It appears the agency can

do anything it wants when it comes to collecting information on pretty much anyone
it wants.
We can take pride in this technological
virtuosity, but it has propelled an expansion
of government power unlike anything I’ve
seen since I joined Congress 50 years ago.
The NSA’s surveillance and monitoring
abilities are unprecedented and seem unlimited. So we face the crucial question of how
we can we prevent abuse of the capabilities
the NSA has been given. Our challenge is to
put into place a permanent system to oversee
that power.
The agency gained its capabilities over
the course of at least a decade with the full
knowledge of some members of Congress
and the judiciary, and of the White House.

This is perplexing. At a time of rising public
suspicion of government, did those in the
know really believe no public policy debate
was necessary?
The intelligence community has convinced two presidents, leading members
of Congress, and a series of judges that our
safety depends on its ability to discover plots
against us by tracking connections among
adversaries. Although in the end federal
data collection programs will continue and
not fundamentally change, a spirited public
debate about these spying powers is now
under way, covering the scope, legality, costs
and benefits of the programs.
The White House argues that there are
elaborate “checks and balances” within the

Continued on page 16

Before speaking to the police...call

George Weinbaum
ATTORNEY AT LAW

FREE CONSULTATION:
Criminal, Medicaid/Medicare Fraud Matters
White-Collar Crime & Healthcare Prosecutions
T. 914.948.0044 F.914.686.4873
175 MAIN ST., SUITE 711-7 • WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601
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Balancing Liberty and Security Is A Never-Ending Challenge
Continued from page 15

executive branch to prevent abuses. That’s
commendable but insufficient under a separation of powers system. Congress has been
timid, and the court overseeing the NSA
has granted almost every request the agency
has made. There is a lack of evidence that
Congress and the courts provided pushback
on any of the intelligence community’s initiatives to expand its power — they have
been reliable and relatively uncritical allies of

the intelligence community.
I do not see how we get the balance
between liberty and security right unless
the courts and the full Congress — not just
certain committee members — get all the
information they need and step up to their
constitutional responsibilities to check and
balance executive power.
At a minimum, then, Congress and the
courts should do the job our system counts
on them to do, and commit to rigorous

and sustained oversight and, in the case
of Congress, to legislative action to refine
the laws governing federal surveillance.
Congress should clarify the Patriot Act so
that this massive power is clearly delineated
and is relevant to an investigation into potential acts of terror. The legal foundation that
the government has used simply does not
provide an adequate basis for the program.
Government should not be entitled
secretly to get information on anyone

whenever it wants without more transparency, more information, more debate, more
oversight, and additional constraints.
So Congress needs to address a lot of
questions. Can intrusions into the lives of
Americans be minimized without harm to
national security? Isn’t public debate about
the powers of government less a danger
than to allow surveillance powers to grow in
secret? What should be done when agencies
besides the NSA seek these powers to catch
drug dealers, say, or nuclear proliferators?
What rights do citizens have to the information collected about them? Are the NSA’s

powers to infringe on Americans’ privacy
proportionate to the threat we actually face?
Sorting through these questions will
be arduous and is the work of many years.
Yet the public policy issues they raise are of
enormous magnitude. Getting the balance
right between liberty and security is a
daunting job, and now is the time for the
Congress and the courts to exert leadership.

serious,” the off-the-rails-liberal CNN.com
took Obama to task for his autocratic misbehavior (CNN later changed the article title
to “President Obama says he’s not recalibrating ambitions.” Amazing what an angry
phone call from this White House can do to
the Obama-natical state-run media).
Noted CNN:
“Once, Barack Obama spoke of what
he wanted for his presidency in terms of
healing a nation divided. ‘This was the
moment when the rise of the oceans began
to slow, and our planet began to heal,’ he said.
“Today, Obama is talking about executive orders and executive actions – with a pen
or phone – if a divided Congress won’t or
can’t act on an agenda he laid out this week
in his State of the Union Address. …
“Sen. Ted Cruz described the actions as
‘the imperial presidency,’” continued CNN,
“and House Republicans have threatened
to rein in the president’s use of executive
actions.
“‘I don’t think that’s very serious,’
Obama said. …”

Right. Most despots don’t take “very
serious” efforts to rein them in, particularly
when their political opposition has shown
neither the courage nor the inclination to
do so.
David Corn disagrees. He thinks more
despotism is just what the “progressive”
doctor ordered. He ended his Mother Jones
rant – all but calling the president a weenie:
“Obama barely called out Republicans
in this speech; he did not exploit this
high-profile moment to confront the
obstructionist opposition,” he complained.
Au contraire, my corny little friend.
Barack Hussein Obama has stored up no
short supply of exploitations. Most especially,
he has exploited the very people he is sworn
to serve.
“We the people.”
Matt Barber (@jmattbarber on Twitter)
is an author, columnist, cultural analyst and an
attorney concentrating in constitutional law.
Having retired as an undefeated heavyweight
professional boxer, Matt has taken his fight from
the ring to the culture war.

Lee Hamilton is Director of the Center on
Congress at Indiana University. He was a
member of the U.S. House of Representatives for
34 years.

FROM THE RIGHT

Liberal Rag: More Despotism Please
By J. MATT BARBER
Hypocrisy, thy name is liberalism. What a difference a
few years makes.
Remember when “progressive” media types chided
President George W. Bush till they were blue
in the face for “going it alone” on Iraq? Well,
apparently “going it alone” is totally cool if
you have a “D” after your name.
David Corn, Washington bureau chief
over at the uber-liberal Mother Jones is
disappointed that an increasingly imperialist Barack Obama wasn’t imperialist
enough during his recent State of the Union
Address. He’s furious that our already chestless Commander-in-Hearing-Himself-Talk
showed off his bona fides in weakness and
“let the Republicans off easy.”
Wrote Corn: “Obama didn’t use this
opportunity to focus on the reason he has
to go it alone: Republicans hell-bent on

disrupting the government and thwarting
all the initiatives he deems necessary for the
good of the nation. Even when he quasidenounced the government shutdown, he
did not name-check House Speaker John
Boehner and his tea-party-driven comrades.”
What? “All the initiatives” Obama
“deems necessary”? “Go it alone”? Yeah,
Josef Stalin – affectionately nicknamed
“Uncle Joe” by Obama’s hero, FDR – had a
lot of initiatives he “deemed necessary,” too.
And like Obama, he also preferred the “go it
alone” approach.
Seriously, has Mr. Corn never heard
of the separation of powers? The president
doesn’t get to just unilaterally “deem” laws
into effect. He’s the chief executive, not the
chief lawmaker. Neither should he be the
chief lawbreaker.
Yet here we are and so he is.
More than any other president in
American history (yes, Nixon included),

Obama has done both – make the “law”
and break the law. Just consider, for instance,
his unprecedented, arbitrary, capricious and
completely illegal “do-whatever-I-want-todo” shredding of his signature dark comedy:
Obamacare.
Get used to it. During last Tuesday’s
SOTU Obama announced his intention to
keep at it. In fact, he plans to ramp-up the
lawlessness.
And why shouldn’t he? A gutless GOP
establishment has let him get away with it
at every turn. Corn was partly right. He was
justified in taking a jab at the speaker of the
House. On this we agree: John Boehner
needs to be “checked,” just not for the reasons
Corn supposes.
Even some liberals are waking up to
the fact that, for the first time, America is
living under – as Sen. Ted Cruz calls it – “the
imperial presidency.” In a posting originally
titled “Obama: Efforts to rein him in not

POLITICS

Town Hall Meeting With Sean Patrick Maloney
By RICH MONETTI
On Saturday, January
25th, Congressman Sean
Patrick Maloney came to
the Somers Library to hold
another one of his “Speak
with Sean” events. As such, he admitted to
a commitment to maintain a low profile of
sorts in comparison to some of his more
visible colleagues on the hill.
“You don’t need another politician
shouting on MSNBC or Fox, making a
clown of him or herself over politics, said
Congressman Maloney, “so I’m trying to
stay focused locally on the needs of our
area.”

That has meant, in part, addressing the
specific grievances of both individuals and
groups. “We have intervened in 1300 cases
in which we’ve had $1.4 million returned to
people who needed our help like seniors or
military personnel,” he said.
Congressman Maloney also expressed
pride in the work he’s doing to make sure
the area is prepared for the next super
storm and ongoing efforts to secure grant
moneys. “My staff just got a grant to add
additional members to the Newburgh Fire
Department, which will certainly improve
first responder time,” he said.
In the works, Maloney has put forth
bills to upgrade dam safety inspections,

measures to improve train safety in the
wake of the recent tragedy and a flood mitigation bill. “I’m leaving it to others to focus
on things that make national headlines,”
said Congressman Maloney.
Maloney then threw it out to the floor
and things quickly turned to the economy
and the bleak jobs outlook for students.
“My son is a sophomore in high school, and
if we don’t bring jobs back to this country,
where will they be,” asked a concerned
mother.
Mahoney proceeded first with what
should seem to be the obvious. “We need
to invest in infrastructure and research,” he

Continued on page 17
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Town Hall Meeting With Sean Patrick Maloney
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said in outlining the baseline to bring
America back.
But Maloney elevated above the basics
in calling attention to the ongoing problem
of bad trade deals. “We can build things
in the US, and 30 years of these policies
have seen 60,000 companies go overseas creating wealth at the top and abroad,“ said
the First Term House Democrat.
The Trans Pacific Partnership stands
as the latest, and its movement through
congress is proceeding as though it were a
national security issue that demands secrecy.
“I’ve sat in on discussions like Syria and
Libya, and the debate here is being held
behind closed doors in a similar fashion,”
said Maloney.
Of course, key lobbyists are among
those privy to the discussion. “I understand
people get discouraged but we all have to
get involved,” he said. “I’m just one guy.”
Local minister and prison activist
Hans Hallundbaek acknowledged that fact,
but still felt the congressman wasn’t a bad
place to start. With a prison population
above 2 million, millions relegated as second
class citizens upon release and a society that
spends 70 Billion a year on incarceration,

he queried Maloney on what has happened
since Attorney General Holder called for a
review of the Criminal Justice System.
“There’s not much going on,” admitted
Congressman Maloney.
Nonetheless, Maloney agreed that we
must rise above simply being a society that
locks people up, turns the key and never
thinks about those left behind. He also
understands the self-defeating nature of the
system. “The recidivism rate is amazing, and
a felony record makes it almost impossible
to find a job,” he said.
Additionally, the continued cut back
of programs for prisoners such as educational opportunities puts everyone inside at
risk. “Prison officials always tell me the best
way to make prisons safe is to keep inmates
busy,” said Maloney.
The discussion then moved in the
direction of Healthcare when an audience
member questioned how some of
Congressman Maloney’s votes have gone
against the Affordable Care Act. “I try to
follow the facts, and my intention is to keep
what works and fix what’s broken,” said
Maloney.
Nonetheless,
the
congressman
expressed confidence that the act will

continue to have positive impacts on
the state. “More people are covered and
premiums are coming down,” said Maloney.
Even so, he acknowledged that the
President shouldn’t have told people they
could definitely keep their insurance – even
though only 16,000 of 20 million New
Yorkers had to switch.
As such, any dissatisfaction that has
made its way back to him has been of a
civil manner. “There have been no torch
wielding mobs outside my office,” said
Congressman Maloney.
Still, he’s concerned with issues such
as employers hiring around the 30 hours a
week threshold. “I’ve actually heard that big
box stores are making agreements to hire
workers for 20 hours a week each to avoid
paying benefits,” he said.
No matter, Congressman Maloney
again asserted that his votes will continue
reflect the concerns of constituents –
regardless of party line. “I don’t proceed
with an us against them mentality,” he
concluded.
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Rich Monetti has been a freelance writer since
2003 and lives in Westchester.
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Lisa Fritsch - Not Your Typical Conservative PREMIER
CABARET
WEIR ONLY HUMAN

By BOB WEIR

As she stepped onto the
line that was queuing at
the side of the large stage,
the tall African-American
woman received a few stares
from the other statewide candidates, all of
whom were preparing for their short introduction to the huge assemblage. Every top
level of state government, save one, was ready
to challenge their opponents with a brief
statement about their reasons for running
and why they would be the best choice in the
GOP primary on March 4. Candidates for
US Senate, Lieutenant Governor, Attorney
General, Comptroller, etc., were all on hand
to make an impression on the multitude of
local voters. It was Saturday, February 1 at
the DFW Hyatt-Regency Hotel, and the
annual Denton County Lincoln-Reagan
dinner was just getting underway. About a
thousand people filled the grand ballroom as
elected officials, candidates for public office
and other GOP dignitaries and their guests
moved about the enormous hall, shaking
hands and slapping backs.

“Good evening. My name is Lisa
Fritsch and I’m running for Governor,”
said the imposing figure at the podium.
“I’ll give you a few seconds to absorb that,”
she added with a cute grin. Ms. Fritsch, an
Austin resident, having just arrived in the
area a day earlier for some campaigning in
North Texas, was not one of the featured
speakers on the agenda. However, thanks
to the gracious intervention of some local
Republicans, she and her husband Mike
were invited to the gala. During the VIP
reception earlier in the evening, after being
introduced to Senator Ted Cruz, his dad
Rafael, Congressman Michael Burgess,
State Senator Jane Nelson (the emcee for
the event), County Chairwoman Dianne
Edmondson, et.al., it was decided that she
would have an opportunity to address the
roomful of GOP operatives.
Ms. Fritsch spoke passionately about
resurrecting the values that made our
country the leader of the world, adding that
Texas must continue to lead the country in
preserving those values. The room erupted
in applause as she ended with a few words
about defeating the Democrat candidate,

who, if elected would stunt the growth of the
state that leads the nation in spiritual principles and entrepreneurial success. It may be an
understatement to say that Ms. Fritsch has
an uphill struggle for the nomination against
Attorney General Greg Abbot. However,
I’m reminded of a similar David vs. Goliath
battle for the Senate in 2012 that ended
in victory for the son of a first generation
Cuban immigrant. I must say I was proud of
the party leaders who, instead of standing on
technicalities, openly embraced a Republican
colleague and gave her a chance to be heard.
Democrats are always making critical references to the GOP as intolerant of minorities.
They would have choked on their palabras
if they had seen the multicultural mosaic in
that ballroom.
Lisa and Mike Fritsch were guests for
lunch at our home on Monday. We learned
that Lisa was born and raised in Tyler, TX
by a single mother. She’s a graduate of the
University of Texas at Austin, and married
for 14 years to Mike Fritsch, a West Point
graduate, Army veteran, and co-owner with
Lisa of Confoe Inc., a computer software

Continued on page 18
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Lisa Fritsch - Not Your Typical Conservative
Continued from page 17

consulting business in Austin. They have 2
gorgeous children (we saw the photos), 12
and 7 years old. We also learned that Lisa
was a weekly radio talk show host in Austin;
KLBJ’s “Sunday’s best with Lisa Fritsch,” for
about 6 years before she gave it up last year
to begin campaigning. She’s made several
appearances on the Glenn Beck Show,
was a Fox 7 Austin political analyst, and

appeared on the Neil Cavuto Show. From
2011 to 2013, Lisa was involved as a conservative activist with the Washington Times
Project 21, dedicated to promoting the
views of African-Americans whose entrepreneurial spirit, commitment to family and
individual responsibility has not been traditionally echoed by the nation’s civil rights
establishment.
A passionate advocate for life, Ms.

Fritsch said when she saw Wendy Davis get
into the race for governor she felt compelled
to stop her. “Democrats are responsible for
aborting 1800 minority children every day in
this country,” she said with obvious outrage
in her voice. “The Democrat Party and their
leadership work against minorities. They’re
replacing fathers by saying you can abort
your offspring, putting mothers in a role of
helplessness and despair. Democrats pretend
they care, but it’s all about keeping people
down so they need the government to come
to the rescue,” she added. On immigration:

“The feds have totally lost control, endangering our security and straining our economy.
We need to give state law enforcement more
authority to arrest, and we must employ
the Texas Guard to enforce our borders.
Furthermore, we should enact a guest worker
program without a pathway to citizenship,”
she said. Lisa also believes that welfare
should only be available to legal residents.
You can learn so much more about this
remarkable woman on her website: www.
Lisa4Texas.com.

Bob Weir is a veteran of 20 years with the New
York Police Dept. (NYPD), ten of which were
performed in plainclothes undercover assignments. Bob began a writing career about 12
years ago and had his first book published in
1999. Bob went on to write and publish a total
of seven novels, “Murder in Black and White,”
“City to Die For,” “Powers that Be,” “Ruthie’s
Kids,” “Deadly to Love,” “Short Stories of Life
and Death,” and “Out of Sight.” He also became
a syndicated columnist under the title “Weir
Only Human.”

THE INVISIBLE WAR

The Devil You Know—Exploring the Diabolical Trojan Horse
the gospel, the local church grows in strength
and faith. Instead of snuffing the flames,
diabolical attention seems to fan the fire of
faithful evangelism, giving truth to the words
of Christ in John 16 when He encourages
His followers to have no fear, as He has
“overcome the world”.
Yet God’s enemy is nothing if not
implacable. It took him millennia, but he
eventually acknowledged the fact that he
would never snuff out God’s people or His
church. In a subtle but seismic shift, the
church no longer seems to be his target.
The church is now the weapon. Over the
past several decades, God’s church has been
fashioned into an ideological Trojan horse.
Starting with President Wilson and FDR’s
Great Society, the subversion of the church
began in America. Left-wing clergy like
Walter Rauschenbusch clarified priorities for
believers with statements like, “The God that
answereth with low food prices, let him be
God,” in his Christianity and the Social Crisis.
This anointing of leftist political agendas by
Christian terminology and so-called ministers has continued and multiplied for the
past 60-70 years in America, with the fruits
of progressive efforts clearly seen in our
headlines and our bread-lines. When the

third largest church in America offers its
support to anti-Zionist groups, it is safe to
say that the American church is well on the
way to weaponization.
In a brilliant analysis, Catholic Bishop
James D. Conley of First Things put it this
way, “The enemy has no interest in eradicating Christianity if he can sublimate it to his
own purposes.” Instead of going toe-to-toe
with the church on the various social issues
of the day, why not convince the church to
fight in your stead? More and more frequently these days, we seem to be engaging
with fellow believers who believe that God
encourages same-sex relationships as long
as they’re monogamous. They tell us that
those wanting to transition to another
gender should be celebrated because God
wants them to be who He created them
to be. We’ve learned that everyone will go
to Heaven because a God of love wouldn’t
send anyone to Hell for eternity. They’ve said
that we shouldn’t form judgments based on
behavior because Christ wouldn’t approve
(which seems to me to be a judgment based
on my behavior). We’re told that Christians
should first seek to fill bellies and let our
actions be ourg, instead of preaching a
narrow-minded, judgmental message from

Christie, Cuomo and the Fight About Bridgegate

is to be seen. But the PA’s role has been
anything but comforting. Take the very
important question of financing, whose
money is being used to rebuild.
The PA was not conceived to be a real
estate developer, and it’s primary duties have
been to run the bridges, tunnels, airports and
other port facilities. And the revenues from
those facilities are supposed to be used for
them and them alone.
Recently, the PA enacted enormous toll
hikes ($8 jumped up to $13). Why? Well
there’s a good case to be made that the tolls

By LUKE HAMILTON
The invisible war. An
ancient struggle between
God and His original
detractors. A handful of men
have been witness to pieces
of it—the Apostle John, the Prophet Daniel,
Elisha and his servant. Scores of minds
have envisioned it on page and scroll with
varying degrees of success, the most memorable being John Milton’s Paradise Lost. This
conflict surrounds us at every moment. The
Bible describes the strings of this world
being pulled by the “prince of power of the
air” and his lackeys. The ideological struggles
seen throughout history are not only conflicts between mortal ideologies but between
spiritual strongholds and forces beyond our
ken.
The famous arch-villain from The Usual
Suspects, Keyser Söze, quipped, “The greatest
trick the Devil ever pulled was convincing
the world he didn’t exist.” Not to gainsay
Mr. Söze, but the greatest trick the Devil
ever pulled was convincing the world that
he is your friend. People draw more comfort
from a sympathetic, toothless devil than they
do from no devil at all. Fallen man likes to
identify with his spiritual father, as long as

he’s like the cute guy who dances around the
Duke Blue Devils’ sidelines. In the Garden
of Eden, before he had a track record written
down for all to read, Satan never downplayed
his existence, only manipulated Eve to think
he was motivated by her best interests. When
God’s judgment was meted out on serpent
and man alike, Lucifer was told that Eve’s
seed would crush his head, after Lucifer’s
seed bruised the heel of Eve’s progeny. From
that point on, history has been a series of
attempts by Satan to abort God’s prophesy
via the elimination of Eve’s seed. The history
of the Jewish people is filled with one genocidal attempt after another, from Pharaoh to
Herod, Hitler to Hamas, God’s first enemy
has done everything in his power to prevent
the birth of Messiah and the continued existence of Abraham’s children.
Having failed to prevent the birth of the
foretold Messiah in the “House of Bread”,
Satan doubled his efforts to quash all followers of Jesus after convincing Judas to
betray his Lord unto death. God’s infinite
wisdom prevailed and Satan’s oppression of
Christ’s followers in Jerusalem only served
to spread them across the region and eventually the world. Throughout the history of
Christianity, whenever persecution targets

God’s word.
This script was written by the same
mind who formed the question, “Has God
indeed said, ‘You shall not eat of every tree in
the garden?’” The church has become Satan’s
sock-puppet and has done so willingly, even
eagerly. The enemy has successfully infiltrated the church and filled it with believers
who cannot tell a doorknob from a doxology.
The social gospel has been elevated above the
actual gospel to the point where the gospel
itself has become taboo and “judgmental”
because it interferes with humanitarian
efforts. But what could be more humanitarian than leading someone to reconciliation
with their Creator?
Luke Hamilton is classically-trained,
Shakespearean actor from Eugene, Oregon
who happens to be a liberty-loving, right-wing,
Christian constitutionalist. When not penning
columns for ClashDaily.com, Hamilton spends
his time astride the Illinois-Wisconsin border,
leading bands of liberty-starved citizens from
the progressive gulags of Illinois to [relative]
freedom. Hamilton is the creative mind/voice
behind Pillar & Cloud Productions, a budding
production company which resides at www.
PillarCloudProductions.com. He owes all to his
Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ, whose strength is
perfected in his weakness.

THE THINK TANK

By RICHARD BRODSKY
For anyone with an interest
in politics or government, the unfolding saga
of Bridgegate is mesmerizing. The obvious issues of
character, law enforcement, governance and
politics keep getting more interesting, and
more damaging to Christie. We’ve settled
in with Christie maintaining he didn’t cause

it, but might have known about it. This is
a legal position that fends off prosecutors
and impeachers alike, but is thin soup in the
political battle.
What has escaped any real analysis is
the question of what the New York-New
Jersey Port Authority actually does and how
it affects real people every day. The Ft. Lee
traffic jams were awful if you were caught
in them. But they are small potatoes when

compared to the gargantuan responsibilities
and numerous projects the Port Authority is
in charge of.
The failures here pre-date Bridgegate
but get very little attention. Take the rebuilding of the World Trade Center site. Thirteen
years later we’re finally unveiling the signature replacement buildings and memorial.
Whether or not they are adequate for our
emotional, aesthetic and economic needs

were increased to pay for $4 billion in cost
overruns at the World Trade Center construction site (The PA originally admitted
as much). That’s probably illegal and certainly controversial. And there’s reason to
believe that the two Governors, Christie
and Cuomo were part of the deliberations.
There’s a lawsuit brought by the AAA and
a court order requiring that documents pertaining to all this, and particularly to Christie
and Cuomo, be made public. The PA is
delaying and the lawsuit is over two years
old. No documents so far.

Continued on page 19
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Christie, Cuomo and the Fight About Bridgegate
Continued from page 18

There are other troubling aspects of PA
operations from contract procurement to
horse-trading between Christie and Cuomo
(and previous Governors) for political
patronage and pork purposes.
That’s the stuff that affects million
of Jerseyites and New Yorkers every day.
Sooner or later the public is going to catch
on, and demand investigations of the entire
PA empire. Bridgegate is more than fascinating political theatre. It’s an insight into how

big, public authorities become Soviet-style
bureaucracies right in the middle of the good
old USA. Now that’s an investigation worth
pursuing.
First published on February 7, 2014 in the
Huff Post.
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Richard Brodsky is a fellow at the Demos think
tank in New York City and at the Wagner
School at New York University. Follow Richard
Brodsky on Twitter: www.twitter.com/
richardbrodsky
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LE G A L N O T I C E S
FLEETWOOD HOLDINGS II LLC Articles of
Org. filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 5/1/12. Office in Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent
of LLC upon whom process may be served.
SSNY shall mail copy of process to The LLC
P.O. Box 359 New Rochelle, NY 11021. Purpose: Any lawful activity.
PULASKI ST VENTURE, LLC Articles of Org.
filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 10/8/13. Office
in Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent of
LLC upon whom process may be served.
SSNY shall mail copy of process to The
LLC 305 North Ave 1st Fl. New Rochelle, NY
10801. Purpose: Any lawful activity.
30 EAST 76TH STREET #3B, LLC Articles of
Org. filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 1/7/14.
Office in Westchester Co. SSNY design.
Agent of LLC upon whom process may be
served. SSNY shall mail copy of process
to C/O Stern Keiser & Panken, LLP 1025
Westchester Ave Ste. 305 White Plains, NY
10604. Purpose: Any lawful activity.

Notice of Formation of ASH ST. PROPERTY LLC Arts. of Org. filed with SSNY on
10/31/2013. Office location: MOUNT VERNON. SSNY designated as agent of LLC
upon whom process may be served. SSNY
shall mail process to LUIS MORILLO 75
PARKWAY EAST, MOUNT VERNON, N.Y.,
10552. Purpose: any lawful act or activity.
TRINITY SHARP REALTY LLC Articles of Org.
filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 9/17/13 Office
in Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent of
LLC upon whom process may be served.
SSNY shall mail copy of process to C/O
Solomon Borg 630 Third Ave New York, NY
10017. Purpose: Any lawful activity.
EMER LLC Articles of Org. filed NY Sec. of
State (SSNY) 1/29/14. Office in Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent of LLC upon
whom process may be served. SSNY shall
mail copy of process to C/O Zussman Law
PLLC, Attention: Michael J. Zussman, Esq.
425 East 79th St Ste. 1F New York, NY 10075.
Purpose: Any lawful activity.

COPYWRITE COMMUNICATIONS, LLC Articles of Org. filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY)
10/18/13. Office in Westchester Co. SSNY
design. Agent of LLC upon whom process
may be served. SSNY shall mail copy of
process to The LLC 2983 Sherman Ct. Mohegan Lake, NY 10547. Purpose: Any lawful activity. Registered Agent: John D. Ellis
2983 Sherman Ct. Mohegan Lake, NY 10547

H ELP WA N T ED
Systems Analyst
MSCS/EE. 1 yr exp in secured web
design using Java/J2EE, Spring,
XML & WebSphere. Job Loc:
Sleepy Hollow, NY. Send resume to:
Effica Technologies, Inc.
3401 Custer Road, Suite # 106
Plano, TX 75023

r eal estate

BRONX APARTMENTS
FOR RENT

Newly renovated Bronx Apartments for Rent
Near public transportation & shopping.
Rent includes heat & hot water.
$25 non-refundable credit check.
1 BR Starting at $1150/Month
3Br. Starting at $1600/Month
No Broker Fee • 24Hr on-site Super
Call Maria:
914.632.1230

NYC’s #1
TOPlESS
SPORTS
BAR
• Gentlemen’s Club
• sushi RestauRant
• Fine DininG

NYC’s oNlY BoDY SUSHI

252 West 43rd St.
(Between 7th & 8th Ave.)

212-819-9300

www.mycheetahsnyc.com

FREE ADMISSION WITH THIS PASS
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THE BOGEN PERSPECTIVE

Confessions from an Early Member of the Pete Seeger Legion
By BOB K. BOGEN
As a surviving member of the
Pete Seeger legion, perhaps it
would be of interest to add
my voice to all that has been
offered in deep appreciation
for Pete in these days since he passed. Surely,
as long as civilization records music and
social change, Pete Seeger will be remembered as a, perhaps the, preeminent voice for
the 20th Century.
While Enrico Caruso had enormous
impact with the first great vocal recordings at the beginning of that century, we
all have other favorite singers. Even Bing
Crosby had a social-issue hit with his Great
Depression cover of Brother Can You Spare a
Dime. Woody Guthrie, an early companion
of Pete, will also be known forever, if only
for his immortal This Land Is Your Land, This
Land Is My Land. Then there is Bob Dylan,
Bruce Springsteen, and any number of
other significant singers who were inspired
by Pete, certainly including Peter, Paul, &
Mary.
As a young student, I met him during
his early notoriety, in 1947, long before the
Iraq War, before the War in Afghanistan,
before the insanity of later 20th Century U.S.
military actions in Central America, before
the horrors of the Viet Nam War, in fact
before the Korean War, and so even before
the early work of his extremely successful
group, The Weavers.
The occasion was in a small group
of dancers, including my sister, at the
Hollywood Dance Center and western
headquarters of People’s Songs, in L.A. Pete
had already adopted the Five String Banjo,
which I understood was recommended to
him by the historic father and son team of
Allan and John Lomax who were recording

folk music across the south and elsewhere
for the Library of Congress Folk Music
Archives, and much heard on 78 rpm
records, LPs,
cassette
tapes, and
now
on
digital
formats.
Pete was
already
known to
those who
followed folk
music for
his work on the
guitar, but
the Lomax urging
w a s
in the hope that
Pete might help
revive the greater
impact,
more
penetrating sound
of the five-string
banjo, that was nearly
lost to the common, more
conventional four-string banjo, even
in southern folk music at that time.
My sister reminds me that the next
year, 1948, we were both part of the Los
Angeles Coliseum huge presidential
campaign rally for Franklin Roosevelt’s
earlier Vice President George Wallace, with
Pete singing. As night fell, all 105,000 of us
were each urged to light a candle or at least
a match, as a symbol for individual action
in a democracy. I would guess no one there,
certainly not me, would ever forget that
moment when 105,000 tiny lights made the
night into daylight all around the Coliseum.
No doubt along with other readers of
this paper I enjoyed Pete’s Great Hudson
River Revival celebrations, known also as
the Clearwater Festivals, both as an individual and assisting in a booth for local
Quakers, at the Croton Point Park on the
Hudson River. At one of those festivals
I recall mentioning to Pete that I was an
organizer for the Bicentennial of 1776 event
at the Concord Bridge near Boston where

he sang and President Gerald Ford also
appeared.
Not the least
of Pete’s historic
contributions to
society is his very
large sloop, the
Clearwater. Other
readers have no
doubt

also sailed along the Hudson and out of the
South Street Seaport in Lower Manhattan
as have hundreds of thousands of young
students and adults in its environmental
educational crusade up and down the East
Coast.
I expect some readers have also read
the motto on the head of Pete’s banjo, “This

Machine Surrounds Hate and Forces It to
Surrender.” That is more like Pete than
Woody Guthrie’s more vigorous
guitar label “This machine kills
fascists”
Two months before
Pete passed on he
appeared at

a sixtyf i f t h
anniversary of his
best known musical
group, The Weavers at the
Towne Crier cafe, an hour
north up the Hudson in his
home town, Beacon. It happened
to be my birthday, so being
present seemed a good way to
celebrate. In fact I also had two
unique close-up photos of Pete
that it seemed possible he might
have some interest in receiving.
In 1961 I was working in
Manhattan for a consultant
in the New York Planning
Commission. I met a friend
downtown that asked me to print some
negatives of Pete. Of course I agreed and
also made a couple of prints for myself.
I do not have an exact date but assume it
was in the late 1950s. The location was on
Wall Street, looking up to Trinity Church
on the steps of Federal Hall across from
the New York Stock Exchange. One is of
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Pete singing in front of
a radio station microphone. The other is Pete
in a rather pensive mood
between songs.
A friend of Pete’s saw the
photos and urged me to follow him
up to the green room where Pete was.
In the half-hour I was talking with him
and a couple of other musicians, I showed
him the photos. They all expressed considerable interest; one of the other musicians
suggested using one on an album cover or
poster. Pete identified the dramatic knobby
Irish knit sweater he was wearing in the
photos as made by his wife, Toshi,
who had died a few months earlier
after over seventy years of marriage
to Pete.
We left the green room as the evening’s
singing was ending, with Woody Guthrie’s
This Land Is Your Land, This Land Is My
Land. I commented that we might know
our nation had matured when Woody’s song
became our national anthem. Perhaps consistently with his views on official decrees,
Pete said, “No”, that it would probably be
better if no such formal designation were
to be official. He did also say that we was
no longer adding to his photo files, but indicated he would be glad to sign the pictures.
Somehow I felt that was awkward. I did
not want to be seen as another autograph
hunter, but rather as offering them, and not
asking for the gift of signing them.
Bob K. Bogen served as comprehensive longrange facilities planning director for the
New York Metropolitan Regional Planning
Commission; as planning director for the
New England Regional Commission; as a
major United Nations official in Pakistan;
Board Chairman of the Communications
Coordinating Committee for the United
Nations; and Principal Representative of
Architects / Designers / Planners for Social
Responsibility to the United Nations.

